Unravel the mystery of a missing cardinal by solving the riddle of a demonic power you did not expect to come upon. Face your
inner demons and fight the power of evil while it seduces your soul. Play as the wittiest, pop-culture referencing priest in video
game history and face an ultimate game over, if you make the angels cry you a river.
About The Game
A Thrilling Demon Hunter SINulation
Thank you for joining us today as we preach about the deeds of the Padre – a demon hunting priest, who has been saving
the souls of countless poor fellows from the temptation of sin and errr… more physical manifestations of evil. Let us jump
into his shoes for a moment.
Imagine being on a trail of a lost cardinal. You arrive at an old mansion to rest from the difficulties of travel only to
discover a larger supernatural power at play. You are left alone in the dreary house, void of the tools of trade you usually
take on your godly missions. You need to survive and unravel the mysteries hidden within the mansion but also those deep
within your soul…
Unravel the mystery of a missing cardinal by solving the riddle of a demonic power you did not expect to come upon. Face
your inner demons and fight the power of evil while it seduces your soul. Play as the wittiest, pop-culture referencing priest
in video game history and face an ultimate game over, if you make the angels cry you a river.
The Padre is a retro stylised 3D horror adventure game tapping deep into the roots of classic horror games. The dark and
striking atmosphere is often cut by the wicked humour of the always witty Padre. You will need to use your brains to solve
challenging puzzles, as well as your brawns to fend off monsters, all at the same time while you try to unravel the
mysteries of the mansion, yourself and the eternal fight between good and evil. Be weary though, if you fail enough times
it’s a permanent GAME OVER for you!

Platforms
The Padre available from 17-04-2019 on Nintendo Switch, Xbox One, PS4 and PC
Check out the trailer and gameplay here
The Padre - Gameplay trailer
The Padre - Teaser trailer

Downloadable content
Logos
Screenshots
Arts
Links to visit
The Padre Home
SwG Home

About the Creators
Shotgun with Glitters is a small, independent team of game enthusiasts of varying backgrounds, and skills of many fields. Our
common drive is to create diverse and entrancing game-worlds, providing a one-of-a-kind experience - just like the games we
enjoyed playing as kids. Creative thinking is integral in our studio. We love the weirdest ideas, cling on to those eccentric
enough and shape them until they form a coherent plan. We believe that success lies in loving what you do day-by-day and we
appreciate that we don't merely have a job to do, but a passion to pursue.
contact@shotgunwithglitters.com

Monetization Permission
The contents of The Padre is allowed by the developers to be published through video broadcasting services for any
commercial or non-commercial purposes. Monetization of videos created containing assets from the game is legally and
explicitly allowed by Shotgun with Glitters.
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